10th May 2022
Carol Walsh
Blueblood Thoroughbreds
Po Box 6992
Norwest NSW 2153
Dear Carol
RE: Training the The Autumn Sun x Solid Bullet 20 Filly
I, Peter Moody, hereby agree to train the The Autumn Sun x Solid Bullet 20 Filly for the syndicate
being formed by BlueBlood Thoroughbreds from my stables in VIC in accordance with my standard
terms of trade.
The Autumn Sun in just nine starts over 11 months rocketed to stardom with an escalating series of championship victories that ranked him
with Australia's best colts of the past quarter-century, including his own legendary sire, Redoute's Choice. He began with a brilliant 2YO debut
win at Randwick on Anzac Day 2018, sprinting over 1200 metres in class record time of 1:08.61. Eleven months later, The Autumn Sun was
head of his generation, winner of $3.4 million and 5 Group 1 races from 1400 to 2000m in 9 starts, and the only horse to win the three major
Australian Guineas races at Caulfield, Randwick & Rosehill.
This filly is bred on similar cross as Group 1 winner FLYING SPUR, EXCEED AND EXCEL and SNITZEL.
The Dam, SOLID BULLET is by Champion of Champion Sire and Broodmare sire, ENCOSTA DE LAGO, who has produced as a broodmare
sire. Group 1 winners HAPPY CLAPPER and IMPENDING. He is the broodmare sire of earnings more than $266 million. SOLID BULLET
was winner over 1500m and is a direct descendent to 24 Stakes winners & performers including Group 1 winners HOLLOW BULLET,
ALISHAN and GRANDIOSE.
I am very pleased to be training the filly for Blueblood Thoroughbreds. I am also aware that there was an inspection of this filly to purchase,
where it passed 100% clinical examination and x-rays by industry expert veterinarian Dr Chris Lawler.
I give permission for Blueblood Thoroughbreds to list myself as the trainer in any advertisement in relation to the filly and advise that I have
no previous association or any financial interest with this horse. I look forward in a successful racing career and having her in my stable.

Regards
Peter Moody

Moody Racing – PO Box 280 Nar Nar Goon, VIC, 3812
Accounts: sarah@moodyracing.com.au
General: jeff@moodyracing.com.au

